


Zr VCI TARPAULIN

A tarpaulin is a material which has been designed to be treated to be waterproof or 
water resistant. Tarpaulins are used in a large range of applications for everything from 
providing shelter from inclement weather to protecting �ooring from paint drips. It is 
sold in hardware stores sell tarpaulins or “tarps” as they are sometimes called, and it is 
also possible to purchase large sheets of tarpaulin material and cut them down into a 
speci�c desired size

VCI �lm protects metal from rust and corrosion in two ways — it serves as a physical 
barrier against moisture, dust or contaminants, and as a rust-eradicating corrosion 
inhibitor. ... To use VCI �lm, place metal or metal parts in VCI �lm and seal — there's no 
messy grease or oil to apply.

Zr VCI
SYNTHETIC FILM 

SIZE: 1 MTR x 100 MTR /  MICRONS: 120 GSM 600064101001 WHITE

Descrip�on Product# Color

Descrip�on Product# Color

SIZE: 1MTR x 100MTR / MICRONS: 80GSM HDPE ROLL 600064101002 WHITE

Our company is counted as steadfast manufactures of various types of Anti-Corrosive 
VCI Films. Used across diverse industries, these �lms are precisely developed at our 
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. Being anti-corrosive in nature, these �lms are 
used to pack various machines and instruments and thus, safeguard them from adverse 
environmental e�ects. Our products are quality approved by reputed standard 
organizations across the globe. Besides, we deliver our products to the clients within the 
promised time frame.

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI ANTIOXIDE
FILM COMBO1

HDPE 250 + 350 GSM COMBO 
SIZE: 1MTR x 100MTR / MICRONS: 250GSM 600064101003 BLUE

The most-used products are: VCI Paper; VCI Shrink Films; VCI Bags; and VCI Covers for 
Protecting Metal Automotive Components such as Engine Blocks, Transmissions, 
Gearboxes, and Brake Discs, as well as Steel Coils, Entire Machines, and Metal Products in 
general. 

Descrip�on Product# Color
Zr VCI ANTIOXIDE
FILM COMBO2

HDPE 110 + 350 GSM COMBO
SIZE: 1MTR x 100MTR  / MICRONS: 110GSM  600064101004 WHITE



Papers and �lm treated with engineered chemicals that safely prevent corrosion on 
protected metals.  This protective layer prevents salt, dirt, oxygen and other materials 
from depositing on the metal and causing corrosion.

VCI Aluminum Foil  for industrial packing safepack is a conventional product that is in 
huge demand due to its unmatched quality and excellent performance. The foil is 
available in various speci�cations and thickness to meet the exact requirements of 
di�erent application areas. It acts like a barrier to moisture, oxygen, bacteria, odours and 
�avours. In addition to this, the countable features like heat conductivity, strength, 
impermeability, hygiene, non-toxicity and corrosion resistance.

We are involved in manufacturing, exporting and supplying a high quality range of VCI 
Shrink Film. These o�ered �lms are available in di�erent patterns, colors and sizes as per 
requirements of clients. These packing �lms are highly demanded and admired 
amongst the customers for their e�ective uses in packaging of goods. 

We are providing our clients an excellent quality  that is suitable to pack all shapes of 
articles. The o�ered roll is manufactured with the help of premium quality material and 
technically advanced machines in line with industry standards under the supervision of 
our skilled professionals. In order to ensure quality, this roll is stringently tested on 
various prede�ned set industrial standard. We o�er this roll in di�erent speci�cations 
and can be customized in order to meet the diverse requirements and demands of the 
clients'.

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI ANTIOXIDE
PAPER - 170 GSM 

HDPE + ZrVCI PAPER
SIZE: 1.2 MTR x 100MTR / MICRONS: 170GSM 600064101005 WHITE

Descrip�on Product# Color
Zr VCI ALUMINUM FOIL

AL FOIL WITH HDPE & 
VCI COATING SIZE: 1MTR x 100MTR 
MICRONS: 125GSM

600064101006 SILVER

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI BEIGE 
SHRINK FILM 

SIZE: 1MTR x 100MTR /  MICRONS: 600GSM 600064101007  BEIGE

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI TRANSPARENT
BLUE SHRINK FILM  

SIZE: 1MTR x 100MTR / MICRONS: 600GSM 600064101008 TRANSPARENT 
BLUE 



Our VCI Stretch Film with Vapor Corrosion Inhibitor have transparent blue �lm for easy 
identi�cation of products. Used for wrapping large mechanical parts or engines where 
oxidation is a concern.

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI TRANSPARENT 
BLUE STRETCH FILM 

SIZE: 20" Width x 10 mtrs Length

MICRONS: 23 MICRONS 
600067802009 TRANSPARENT 

BLUE 

Safepack VCI Stretch �lm is a specially designed wrap �lm that protects metal parts from 
all types of corrosion, direct contact, and vapour action. The stretch and cling material is 
especially useful for protecting larger objects.

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI STRETCH 
FILM  - 11 MICRONS

TRANSPARENT 
BLUE 

SIZE: 20" Width x  400 mtrs Length
MICRONS: 11 MICRONS 600067802010

Our product range includes a wide range of VCI Film.
We are a manufacturer and trader for Strapping Machines, Wrapping Machines, 
Strapping Tools, Container Lashing, Taping Machines and more.

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI PLASTIC 
BLUE FILM 

BLUE 

SIZE: 20" Width x 50 Mtrs Length

MICRONS: 75 MICRONS
600067802011

We are a foremost organization for providing a diverse grade of PVC Shrink Film to our 
valued customers. We o�er this at nominal costs.

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI TRANSPARENT 
BLUE SHRINK FILM 

SIZE: 6 MTR X 35 MTR
MICRONS:  50-150 MICRONS 600064103012

TRANSPARENT 
BLUE 



VCI Shrink Wrap is a breakthrough packaging concept in corrosion prevention because 
it eliminates the need for petroleum-based rust preventative products such as oils and 
greases. These petroleum-based rust preventative products are not environmentally 
friendly and can cause hazards in the workplace. These products can cause spills, slips, 
and falls. They are also a potential �re hazard.

Descrip�on Product# Color

BLUE 

 Zr VCI BLUE SHRINK FILM 

SIZE: 6 MTRS X 35 MTRS MICRONS: 50-150 MICRONS 600064101013

The most common type of shrink �lm is found wrapping retail packaging and is 
characterized by crystal clarity, small seal size, and low tear resistance.  Shrink �lm can 
also be used for load bundling and protection, particularly in applications where heavy 
loads are exposed to the outdoors for extended lengths of time that would degrade 
stretch �lm.

Descrip�on Product# Color
Zr VCI SHRINK FILM
250 MICRONS

SHRINK BEIGE/BROWN FILM
SIZE: 20FTx210FT
MICRONS: 250 MICRONS

600041003014 BEIGE/BROWN

Leveraging on our vast practice and knowledge in this area we are highly engaged in 
o�ering VCI Laminated Film.

Descrip�on Product# Color
Zr VCI SHRINK FILM
LAMINATED

SIZE: 6 MTRS x 33.5 `MTRS MICRONS: 250 MICRONS 600014105015 WHITE

GELID Air Bubble is made of two layers of LDPE sheets. The air is entrapped between two 
layers to give excellent cushioning. The air bubble �lm is available in roll form in varying 
lengths, width and gauge .It is shock resistant and moisture proof material. Air Bubble 
Roll provide cushioning and protection against breakage and damage in transit. Air 
Bubble Roll is resilience, �exibility and resistance to shock and abstraction including 
excellent mechanical properties. Air Bubble Roll o�ers high moisture resistance, 
convenient to handle. This 10 mm air bubble roll is available in standard thickness of 180 
to 600 gauge, width 0.5 meter, 1 meter & 1.5 metre and length of 100 meter and 
customization available in terms of width / length (MOQ applied).

Descrip�on Product# Color
Zr VCI STICKY AIR 
BUBBLE ROLL

SIZE: 1.5 MTR x 100MTR (WxL)
MICRONS: 250 GSM 600060004016 TRANSPARENT

Easy to use
Long-lasting
Various patterns

Resistant to moisture
Nominal costs



The packaging design above protects metal parts from rust and corrosion. A VCI, plain 
poly or other barrier bag is used to contain the VCI Vapor Corrosion Inhibitors emitting 
from the VCI paper interleave.  VCI paper interleave distributes VCI corrosion protection 
in the vapor and the contact phase throughout the package.

Descrip�on Product# ColorZr VCI ANTIOXIDE
PAPER - 175 GSM

HDPE + ZrVCI PAPER
SIZE: 1.2 MTR x 100MTR MICRONS: 175 GSM 600064101017 WHITE

Another alternate is with metal barrier protection that has an aluminium coated 
polyster with VCI LDPE combination cab be used in applications where high level of 
protection is required where VCI caan protect parts in highly demanding areas.
Thes have Water Vapour Transmission Rates of 0.1% compared to normal LDPE.
It gives protection against moisture, oxygen transmission, corrosion, physical damage, 
odor transfer, UV radiation, chemicals.

Descrip�on Product# Color
Zr VCI ALUMINIUM 
BARRIER

SIZE: 1 MTR x 100 MTR 600064101018 SILVER

VCI Crepe papers act in accordance with the Vci principal. They release small amounts of 
volatile protective substance hence saturating the packing with the protective 
atmosphere providing protection against corrosion for metals & alloys. BRANOpac 
papers can protect products from corrosion upto 3 years. Vci papers come in di�erent 
forms i.e. non laminated paper, pe laminated paper, hdpe laminated paper, crape paper 
in di�erent GSM.

Descrip�on Product# Color

Zr VCI CREPE PAPER

SIZE:1.3 MTR x 200 MTR
MICRONS: 82 GSM

600041003019 BROWN

multilayered reinforced PE laminate which o�ers higher degree of strength and 
waterproof quality.

This is a multi-layered product, with heavy duty mesh/scrim fabric reinforcement 
laminated between two layers of virgin, high strength polyethylene �lm, by the 
co-extrusion process.  All the layers are specially treated with UV additives, making it 
suitable for external use also.

For agriculture and other outdoor usages, the product is manufactured specially with a 
white colour �lm on one side. When the white side is used as outside, it allows minimal 
heat buildup and condensation, which is most desirable in agriculture application.

Descrip�on Product#

Zr VCI MULTILAYERED
REINFORECED PE 
FILM - 145 GSM 

SIZE: 1.5 MTR x 100 MTR 
MICRONS: 145 GSM 600064101020



By keeping track with the market development, we are o�ering optimum quality Multi 
Layer Films that are used for packing in various industries. The o�ered packaging �lms 
are designed using the �nest quality raw material and innovative technology under the 
guidance of our adroit professionals in adherence with industry standards. Moreover, 
the provided packing �lms are strictly test on varied quality measures so as to ensure its 
quality.

Descrip�on Product# Color

MULTI

Zr VCI  MULTILAYERED
REINFORECED PE 
FILM - 140 GSM 

SIZE: 1.5 MTR x 100 MTR
MICRONS: 140 GSM 600064101021

Being as a reputed entity of domain we manufacture & supply a wide range of VCI 
Seaworthy Poly Film Roll, which is used in various packaging methods. For us, our 
customer’s are �rst priority; we provide them with the best range of products so as to 
win their trust & con�dence. In our product range quality is the most important factor 
on which we pay our extra attention. As a result, our products boast premium �nish, 
strength and durability.

Descrip�on Product# ColorZr VCI SEAWORTHY
COVER FILM 

SIZE: 2.2 MTR x 100MTR
MICRONS: 150 GSM 600064101022 BLUE

With the valuable assistance of skilled team of professionals, we are engaged in o�ering 
an extensive range of high-quality VCI HDPE.

Descrip�on Product# ColorZr VCI HDPE ROLL

SIZE: 1.5 MTR x 100 MTR
MICRONS: 150 GSM 600064101023 WHITE



�lmzr@ina-gl.com info@ina-gl.com


